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We present atomistic simulations of the D0 to D− charging energies of a gated donor in silicon as
a function of applied fields and donor depths and find good agreement with experimental measurements. A self-consistent field large-scale tight-binding method is used to compute the D− binding
energies with a domain of over 1.4 million atoms, taking into account the full bandstructure of the
host, applied fields, and interfaces. An applied field pulls the loosely bound D− electron towards
the interface and reduces the charging energy significantly below the bulk values. This enables
formation of bound excited D− states in these gated donors, in contrast to bulk donors. A detailed
quantitative comparison of the charging energies with transport spectroscopy measurements with
multiple samples of arsenic donors in ultra-scaled FinFETs validates the model results and provides
physical insights. We also report measured D− data showing for the first time the presence of bound
D− excited states under applied fields.
PACS numbers: 71.55.Cn, 03.67.Lx, 85.35.Gv, 71.70.Ej

I. INTRODUCTION

A single gated donor atom in silicon has attracted
considerable attention over the last decade as a promising quantum information processing unit in solid-state
[1]. Among other factors, such donor qubits benefit from
exceptionally long spin coherence times [2], compatibility with the complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor
(CMOS) technology, and accessibility to controllable
atomic physics in the solid-state. Some promising proposals for donor qubits are based on encoding quantum
information in the nuclear [1] or electronic spin [3–5], or
in the molecular charge states of two phosphorus donors
[6]. Besides applications in quantum computing, discrete dopants are becoming increasingly important in
nanoscale electronics, as they strongly affect the subthreshold current-voltage characteristics of ultra-scaled
MOSFETs [7, 8]. Other applications of dopants in nanoelectronics are also emerging, such as the proposal
for classical logic devices based on resonant tunneling
through the donor states [9, 10].
It is well-known that Group V donors in silicon can
bind either 1 electron and form a neutral D0 state, or
bind 2 electrons and form a negatively charged D− state.
In bulk donors, the D− ground state is a singlet weakly
bound at 1.7-2.0 meV below the conduction band (CB)
edge, corresponding to a charging energy (CE) of about
43 meV for a phosphorus (P) impurity and 52 meV for
an arsenic (As) impurity [11]. Recently, resonant tunnel-

ing through the D0 ground and excited states has been
observed in different experiments [7, 12, 13] with devices
fabricated from both top-down [14] and bottom-up [15]
approaches. Most of the measurements of the D- state
in gated devices show a significantly reduced charging
energy in the range of 25-35 meVs, a conundrum still
largely unresolved although some progress has been made
using effective mass treatments [16–19]. In this work, we
compute the D− charging energy of a donor under applied fields using self-consistent field tight-binding (TB)
including over 1 million atoms in the spatial simulation
domain. We compare the computed CEs with measured
data on single dopants in seven FinFET devices by simulating the atomic environment of the devices. Despite
being a mean-field technique, this method enables an accurate quantitative description of the charging energies
as it captures the details of confinement geometries and
valley-orbit interaction from a full bandstructure technique. The method solves the Poisson equation iteratively with the atomistic TB Hamiltonian for charge selfconsistency, and represents an advancement over general
TB as computational hurdles had to be overcome to solve
million atom systems in reasonable time.
Although no excited D− states have ever been observed in bulk samples [11], our measurement shows for
the first time the presence of bound excited states including a triplet state, which can be ascertained by the
phenomena of lifetime enhanced transport [20, 21]. This
is a consequence of the applied electric field that lowers
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the charging energy and enables an excited manifold to
form below the CB. A two-electron bound triplet state
may enable easier ways to perform spin readout through
spin blockade between a donor electron and an electron
from a local reservoir (2DEG) state. Previous proposals
of donor based spin readout have relied on using either
Group VI donors [22, 23] or a pair of Group V donors
[17], systems in which two-electron triplet states exist.
Our result shows such spin readout may be feasible with
the more conventional P/As donor species under strong
applied fields. With the recent demonstration of single
shot spin readout of a single electron in silicon [24], this
has become even more significant in the context of quantum computing.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the theoretical method for computing the charging
energy in detail. We also elaborate on the experimental
technique employed to measure the D− charging energies and excited states in FinFETs. In Section III, we
discuss the computed results and how they compare to
the measurements. Section IV concludes this work.
II. METHOD
A. Theoretical Model

In the atomistic TB method employed here, the Hamiltonian is represented in a basis of 10 localized atomic orbitals per atom with the sp3 d5 s* nearest neighbor model
[25, 26]. The Hamiltonian parameters of the host material have been optimized using genetic algorithm with
analytically derived constraints to fit critical features of
the host band structure [27, 28]. Once the TB model
parameters of the host are obtained, they are generally
transferable to a whole range of device simulations, as
benchmarked in a number of earlier works [29–31]. The
full TB Hamiltonian of more than a million silicon atoms
is diagonalized using a parallel Lanczos algorithm to obtain any number of lowest lying eigenvalues and wavefunctions.
The TB Hamiltonian of the host and the donor in an
applied electric field F~ is given by,
H = H0 − VD + eF~ · (~r − r~0 ) + VSCF

(1)

where H0 is the TB Hamiltonian of the host material
silicon, and VD is the central-cell corrected Coulomb potential energy of the donor. The 3rd term in eq (1) is that
of a constant electric field, whereas the last term VSCF is
the potential energy due to electron-electron repulsion.
Central-cell correction represents the deviation of the
donor potential from its 1/r form near the donor core
[32], and is responsible for the different D0 binding energies of different Group V donor species [33]. The centralcell corrected singular-like potential near the donor core

produces coupling between the six conduction band (CB)
minima Bloch states, and results in a splitting of the orbital ground state of the donor from the excited states.
This is commonly known in literature as the ‘valley-orbit’
splitting [34]. The potential energy of the donor to first
order in our model is given by,

VD (~r 6= r~0 ) =

e2
, VD (r~0 ) = U0
4πǫSi |~r − r~0 |

(2)

where r~0 is the location of the donor, e the electronic
charge, ǫSi the dielectric constant of silicon, and U0 is a
cut-off potential representative of the central-cell correction to the first order. A detailed model of impurities in
TB can be found in Ref [35].
VSCF is the potential due to a bulk charge density n(~r),
and has to be computed self-consistenly from a reduced
Poisson equation as shown below. In the first iteration,
VSCF is set to zero to obtain the D0 states of the donor.
The solution of Hψ = Eψ yields a set of energies E =
{Ei } and wavefunctions ψ = {ψi }, where E1 and ψ1
are the ground state energy and wavefunction of a donor
respectively. For a bulk P donor at zero field, the above
method yields D0 binding energy E1 of 45.6 meV below
the CB minimum. For an As donor, it is 54 meV [33].
To obtain the D− orbital energy, we assume the ground
state is filled by exactly one electron, described by an
electron density n(~r) = |ψ1 (~r)|2 . VSCF is then given by,

VSCF (~r) =

Z

e2 n(r~′ )
4πǫSi |~r − r~′ |

dr~′

(3)

With the new VSCF eq (1) is solved for a new set of eigenstates and vectors. The process is repeated until E1 and
n(~r) both converge. Since eq (1) with a converged VSCF
represents an impurity in silicon with a bound electron,
the converged orbital energy E1 represents the binding
energy of the second electron below the CB minimum.
This method is also described in detail in Ref [36].
This technique makes use of a density functional approximation, as the electron-electron interaction potential is expressed as a function of the electron density.
Since the D− ground state resides in a closed-shell singlet, there is no exchange energy between the two electrons. The repulsive Coulomb energy evaluated selfconsistently thus offers a good description of the binding energy. However, the method is still an approximate
one, as higher order exchange-correlation corrections are
ignored.
An exact way to solve this problem is a full configuration interaction (CI) method, in which the exact 2e
Hamiltonian is diagonalized in a basis of Slater Determinants describing anti-symmetric 2e configurations built
from a complete set of single particle states [37]. However, such a method requires a large number D0 orbitals
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to represent the spatial extent, symmetry, spin and valley
configuration of the D− states making it both impractical and computationally intractable. In other words, the
D− state is not well-represented with a basis comprising of the low lying D0 states, suggesting the need for
a self-consistent method to iteratively improve the basis states. Furthermore, the six-fold valley degeneracy in
silicon makes the D0 orbital basis set six times as large.
Moreover, evaluating a large number of coulomb and exchange integrals with atomistic wavefunctions spanning
over a million atoms becomes a computational challenge.
On the other hand, atomistic wavefunctions are required
for a highly accurate description of the single particle basis functions to capture details of bandstrucuture, geometry and interfaces, all of which are critical for a proper
description of impurities in silicon [38].

As a benchmark of the method, we computed the D−
binding energy of a bulk P donor in silicon. Photoluminescence experiments have measured this energy to be
2.0 meV below the CB minimum [11], which corresponds
to a CE of 43.6 meV. In comparison, the SCF TB method
described here yields a binding energy of 3.4 meV for a
bulk P donor, corresponding to a CE of 42.2 meV. The
difference of 1.4 meV from the experimental value can
be regarded as a limitation of the theory due to neglecting exchange-correlation corrections and due to the fact
that the TB method only considers point charges on an
atomistic zincblende lattice.
Typical simulation times of the 1e donor states from
the TB Hamilton for 1.4 million atoms is about 2-3 hours
on 40 processors. The computation of VSCF requires 0.5
hours on 40 processors. Typical D− energies were found
to converge in between 10 to 20 iterations of eq (1) and
eq (3) [39, 40].
Most other works on the D− donor state have been
based on describing the weakly bound 2e wavefunction
with variational envelope wavefunction in a single valley picture [16–19]. One exception is Ref [41], in which
a Quantum Monte Carlo approach was used to compute
the bulk D− . Two recent works have treated the effect of
screening on the D− energies in the presence of metallic
gates and hetero-interfaces using an effective mass approach [18, 19], and have provided qualitative trends.
However, the field and depth dependence of the donors
that are directly relevant in measurements need to be investigated in detail from a more quantitative approach.
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The mean-field method presented here thus serves as
an intermediate theory that combines a highly accurate
single particle basis states with a mean-field description
of the Coulomb interaction, while ignoring exchangecorrelation corrections associated with the 2e system. Although this method cannot capture the exact 2e wavefunctions, it provides a very good description of the D−
binding energies, and the n(~r) associated with the added
electron, as we describe in the Section III.

B. Experimental Technique
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FIG. 1: a) Colored SEM image of a silicon FinFET device.
b) Coulomb blocked transport in a FinFET transistor. Two
separate charge islands can exist inside the transistor; a quantum dot confined by the triangular potential at the gate interface and residual barriers in the access regions between
source/drain and channel and a donor/well system confined
by the donors Coulomb potential and a well at the interface.
The localized states formed in these charge islands are denoted by QDn and D0 /D− respectively. Inset: The potential
landscape in a cross-section from the gate to the channel.
The gate electric field induces a triangular potential at the
interface. An (accidental) donor atom in the channel forms a
Coulombic potential on top of the gate potential (green) that
can bind two electrons.

The measurements presented in this work were performed on single As donors in silicon FinFETs, consisting of a silicon nanowire with a gate covering three faces
of the body (Fig. 1(a)). A thin nitrided oxide layer separates the gate from the channel. In some devices, a
single As donor was found in the channel within 5 nm of
the oxide interface. We measured the low-temperature
sub-threshold current voltage characteristics of about a
100 devices, and selected 7 devices where the transport
characteristics are dominated by a single donor atom in
the channel. The other devices either showed no subthreshold signal or a complicated pattern associated with
Coulomb interaction between several donors in the channel. The experimental technique is detailed in our earlier
works [12, 34, 42].
Fig. 1(b) shows the source-drain current of device
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A donor located close to the oxide-silicon interface
[23, 38, 47, 48] has been proposed as an important variant of the Kane qubit architecture [1] based on deeply
buried donors. In contrast to bulk donors, it is possible
to adiabatically pull the donor electron to the interface,
and hence to perform precise quantum control and wavefunction engineering by means of an applied gate bias.
Hybrid architectures have also been proposed in which
electrons from surface bound quantum dots can be selectively shuttled to nearby donor to preserve their spin
coherence for longer time-scales [49].
In Fig. 2, we show the D0 and D− regions of the stability diagram of a newly measured device with a gated
As donor. Although the CE of a bulk As donor is 52
meV, the measured CE in this sample is 30 meV. We
will show that this is a consequence of the applied field
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GLG14 [12] at low bias as a function of gate voltage.
At any gate voltage where a localized state in the channel is within the bias window defined by source/drain, it
gives a contribution to the transport and a peak in the
current occurs. As such, we can perform spectroscopy,
with the gate voltage being a measure for the energy of
the level (E = αVG where α is the electrostatic coupling
between the gate and the level). Based on the aforementioned criteria, we identify the first two resonances as the
D0 and D− charge states of a single As donor. The resonances indicated by QDn are due to a localized state
which is confined by the gate electric field and two barriers in the access regions between source/drain and the
channel [43–45].
The inset of Fig. 1(b) shows a 1D schematic of the
potential of a donor close to the interface at a high Efield. The field transforms the confining potential to a
(hybridized) mix between the donors Coulomb potential
and a triangular well at the interface. This system is
thus essentially a gated donor where the donor-bound
electrons are partly pulled toward the Si/SiO2 interface.
Due to the proximity of the donor to the interface (< 5
nm), it is possible to apply a high E-field without fully
ionizing the donor electron to the interface well. As the
E-field is increased, the donor electron hybridizes with
interface states, and makes a smooth transition to the
interface well, in contrast to a bulk donor, where the ionization process is rather abrupt and occurs at much lower
fields [38]. In our previous work, we combined data from
excited state spectroscopy of the D0 state with a largescale tight-binding analysis, to verify the species of the
donor [46], their locations and the E-fields they experienced [12]. In this work, we focus on the D− charging
energies for those six devices, as well as a new device
sample, to show the trends in charging energies, as well
as to show bound excited 2e states in the spectrum.
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FIG. 2: Measured Coulomb diamonds of a device (A18G17)
sample showing the D0 and D− regions. Traces of conductance near the D− diamond show existence of bound excited
states in the two electron spectrum.

that pulls the electron cloud away from each other. Conductance traces through excited states can be observed
in both the D0 and D− regions. While the existence
of bound excited states of the D0 are well established
[12], bound D− excited states are a novel phenomena reported here for the first time. This a consequence of the
reduced CE that cause excited manifolds to form below
the conduction band.
Fig. 3(a) shows the 1D potential schematic of the system for various field strengths. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the
potential in this system is a superposition of the Coulomb
potential of the donor and a linear potential due to the
applied E-field. At low field strengths (Fig. 3(a)(i)),
the Coulomb potential dominates, and both electrons are
bound in the Coulomb well of the donor. This is a bulklike system with high CE with both electrons confined
to a very small region of space. Hence, the electron density around the donor core is high, and the electrostatic
repulsion between the electrons stronger, resulting in a
higher CE. As the E-field is increased, a triangular well
forms at the interface, and the electrons are gradually
pulled towards it. At one point, one electron resides
in a strongly hybridized state relative to the other, a
state which is more delocalized in space, as shown in
Fig. 3(a)(ii). The reduced electron densities result in a
reduced Coulomb interaction, and the CE decreases. At
larger E-fields, both electrons are pulled towards the interface (Fig. 3(a)(iii)), and spreads out more laterally in
space.
Fig. 3(b) shows the binding energies of D0 and the
−
D states as a function of the E-field for an As donor
at 3.8 nm from the oxide interface. The energies are expressed relative to the Stark shifted conduction band at
the donor site. The difference between the two binding
energies is the charging energy, CE. At low fields, corresponding to regime (i) of Fig. 3(a), both electrons are
at the donor, and the D− state is loosely bound below
the CB, reminiscent of a bulk-like system. However, the
electronic wavefunctions are influenced by the extra confinement due to the nearby interface, and the states are
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FIG. 3: (a) 1D schematic of the total potential due to donor
and the applied E-field. (i) At low E-field, both the electrons are donor bound. (ii) At increased E-field, one electron
is pulled towards the interface, while another remains donor
bound. (iii) At higher E-fields, both electrons reside at the
interface. (b) Binding energies of the D0 and D− states as
a function of electric field for an As donor at 3.8 nm depth.
The difference between the two energies is the charging energy
(CE). (c) CE as a function of electric field for three different
donor depths.

pushed up in energy. As a result, the D− binding energy
in this case is even less than the bulk value of 2 meV
below the CB.
As the E-field is increased, the system gradually moves
to the regime (ii) of Fig. 3(a). The electrons begin to
hybridize with the interface well states, and both the
D0 and D− binding energies are pushed downwards with
applied field, as shown in Fig. 3(b). This orbital Stark
effect for the D0 electron has been described in detail in
Ref [38]. In the 2e system, the added electron hybridizes
with the interface states sooner than the other electron.
As the electron density spreads out more in space, the
CE decreases as shown by the decreasing gap between
the two energies in Fig 3(b).
At higher fields, the interface well is occupied by both
electrons, as described by regime (iii) of Fig. 3(a). The
electronic densities are more laterally extended than be-

fore, resulting in a further decrease in CE, which is represented by a constant energy gap between D0 and D−
states, as shown in the region (iii) of Fig. 3(b). However,
the electrons are still laterally bounded by the Coulomb
potential of the donor, which prevents them from forming
a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG). The lateral confinement potential is stronger for shallower donors. This
makes the charge density larger, and the electronic repulsion stronger. Therefore, the CE is expected to increase
with decreasing donor depths, as the electrons are pulled
into the interface well. In regime (iii), any increase in the
vertical field does not influence the electronic wavefunctions significantly, and the CE becomes insensitive to the
applied field.
Fig. 3(c) shows the charging energy as a function
of field for three different donor depths. For a specific
depth, the CE makes a smooth transition from a bulklike value of above 50 meV to about 20-30 meV representative of an interfacial confinement regime. Once the
electrons are interface bound, the CE becomes field independent. However, due to the lateral Coulomb potential of the donor, the CE values still increase as the
donor depth decreases.In the intermediate field regime,
any CE value from about 50 to 30 meV is possible due to
hybridization of the donor states with the interface well
states [38]. For smaller donor depths, the transition from
the bulk-like CE value to the interface-like CE value is
smoother because the tunnel coupling between the two
wells is stronger. For a bulk donor, an abrupt step-like
transition is expected, as the electrons are ionized without any further confinement.
Although we have ignored the exact effect of screening
in this work, we can qualitatively understand its effect
on the D− binding energies and CEs from Fig. 3(b)
and 3(c). Screening essentially modifies the value of the
applied E-field due to dielectric mismatch at the siliconoxide and the gate-oxide interfaces, which results in image charges. If the net screening is dominated by the
gate electrode, then the induced image charges would be
of opposite polarity to the negatively charged D− system.
As a result, the effective field will be reduced. Since we
have used the E-field as a free parameter to investigate
the D− energy over a wide range of field values, the effect
of screening can be deduced to first order. For example,
if a sample is at 25 MV/m field in Fig. 3(b) and (c),
a metallic screening will essentially move the sample to
the left of this point in the curve. If the net screening
is dominated by the insulating oxide layer, then the induced charges are of the same polarity as the D− state
[38]. This results in an increased field, which shifts the
sample to the right in Fig. 3(b) and 3(c).
However, to obtain an exact quantitative description
of screening, the full Poisson equation has to be solved
numerically in 3D including the oxide layer and the metal
gate, and also self-consistently with the TB Hamiltonian
over the whole domain. However, this poses a problem
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because the atomistic TB Hamiltonian has to be solved
over silicon only, as the oxide layer is amorphous in nature and lacks a regular structure. One way to side-step
this is to assume a virtual crystal (VC) model of the oxide, and to extend the TB Hamiltonian to include this
region, however VC models of SiO2 are still not wellestablished in literature [50, 51]. Although a truncated
TB Hamiltonian over the silicon region can be iterated
with the Poisson equation over the whole domain, there
could be issues relating to charge inconsistencies which
would affect the convergence. We have therefore neglected an exact quantitative description of gate screening, and have used the field as the free parameter to
investigate its effects approximately. Although some of
these limitations can be overcome in principle, this is out
of the scope of the present work.
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FIG. 4: Colormap of the modeled charging energy as a function of gate electric field (F ) and donor depth (d). The black
traces indicate the region where the modeled charging energy
is between 29 and 35 meV, as we also find experimentally.
The black data points indicate the positions of the samples
in the F-d plane, as determined in a previous publication [12]
from their D0 level spectrum.

In Fig. 4, we show a 2D colormap of the CEs over a
range of donor depths (horizontal axis) and E-fields (vertical axis). At high E-fields, the CEs are between 20-25
meV, as indicated by the blue region. This corresponds
to interfacial confinement. At low E-fields, the CEs are
about 50 meVs, marked by the red region, corresponding
to donor bound D− states. The green and the yellow
regions show the intermediate field hybridized regimes.
If the donor depth from the interface is large, it takes a
smaller field to detune the two wells. Hence, ionization
to the interface well takes effect at a lower field value.
This is why the blue region of interface-like CEs grow in
area from left to right of the plot.
We now compare the measured CEs of six device samples with the computed values. The fields (F ) and the
depths (d) of these samples were determined from the D0
excited state transport spectroscopy in our earlier work

[12]. We can map these samples on Fig. 4 based on
these extracted F and d. These data points are marked
as black squares. This shows that the D− energies of
these samples were close to the border between the hybridized regime (Fig. 3(a)(ii)) and the interface-bound
regime (Fig. 3(a)(iii)), which explains their CEs in the
range 29-35 meV. Ideally, all samples should lie between
the two black lines plotted in Fig. 4. We attribute the
small discrepancy to the fact that we have neglected the
exact nature of screening for the D− state, as discussed
above.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have shown through transport spectroscopy measurements on gated As donors in silicon that the charging energies of these donors can be significantly reduced
below the bulk values in the presence of an applied Efield. As a consequence, bound excited states are observed for the first time in the D− spectrum of the donors.
This opens up the prospect of performing spin-readout
through spin-to-charge conversion between interface and
donor bound states using the same Group V donors as
the qubits. We present a large-scale self-consistent tightbinding method to compute the charging energies in these
nanostructures, taking into account the atomistic details
and potentials. The simulations show that the charging
energies of the donors are reduced with applied fields,
as the electrons hybridize with interface states and delocalize. At low fields, high CEs of above 50 meVs are
expected, while at high ionizing fields, the CEs can decrease to about 20-30 meVs. As single donor devices are
being fabricated from both top-down and bottom-up approaches, our technique can be used to model the D−
binding energies in a variety of realistic devices.
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